VISION PROMPTING
W O R K S H E E T
What are your dreams?

For each dream, finish this thought: I want this because . . .
Repeat the thought until you feel like you’ve hit on the heart
of the matter.

Which dreams make you flush with excitement of be still with peace?

What if none of these dreams is close to your heart?

VISION PROMPTING
W O R K S H E E T

CONTINUED

Are you going to let any of these dreams go?

Who will you share your dream with?

Who already knows about your dream?

Which dreams will you choose to realize?

DREAM ANALYSIS
W O R K S H E E T
Pick one dream and explore . . .

Three reasons why your dream is unreasonable or the odds are
stacked against you.

Three ultraoptimistic and positively affirmative thoughts that instantly
dissolve the bad vibes associated with the so-called unreasonable
nature of your dream.

Three persuasive, potentially outrageous actions that will create
forward traction.

THE FIRE STARTER SESSIONS is the permission slip you’ve
been waiting for—to fully want what you want and go for it, to
expand your consciousness and your cash flow, to up the ante on
your dreams, to be incredibly generous with your love.
After these straight-talking sermons and burning questions about
your truest desires—from career to relationships—you’ll be clear
that the only permission you need to shine…is your own.
TheFireStarterSessions.com

“

“

A mesmerizing blend of
soul, smarts and grit, The
Fire Starter Sessions is a
revelation.”

Danielle’s passion leaps
off the page this book will
ignite you into action.”

Jonathan Fields

The Happiness Project

Uncertainty

“

...She has the knowledge
you need to succeed. Lean
in and listen close. What
she has to say is what our
spirits need to hear.”

Gretchen Rubin

Martha Beck

Steering By Starlight
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CLICK HERE TO ORDER

SCRIPT YOUR SUCCESS. STOKE YOUR CREATIVITY.

YOUR BIG BEAUTIFUL BOOK PLAN is a digital program for
people who want to get their word into the world—where it belongs.

DANIELLE

LINDA

LA PORTE + SIVERTSEN

“

Book proposals are to books as business plans are to businesses:
essential. A book is always more than just a book. Much more. Writing
a book could direct the course of your career for the rest of your life. It
could lead to infinitely important connections, multiple revenue streams,
spin off products, international relations. It could send more business your
way. It could pay for a trip to Tahiti or just pay the rent. It could change one
person’s life for the better. It could start a revolution. You need a plan.

If you’ve been putting off the
writing the book you know you
should be writing, this is the kick in
the pants you’ve been waiting for.”

Adam Baker

Creator, ManVsDebt.com

“

YBBBP blows away all of our preconceived ideas of what it means to
be an author. It is not just a how-to
book manual, it’s a manifesto + live
action heroes + real examples…”

Dyana Valentine

Instigator Emcee + Functional Muse

.COM

Danielle LaPorte

ORDER
NOW!
YourBigBeautifulBookPlan.com

You can subscribe to . . . me. And you’ll get
The Strategy of Desire Worksheet from my book,
The Fire Starter Sessions, and either weekly, monthly
or daily sermons on love, life, cash, soul. You choose.
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